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Abstract. Earnings per share (EPS) represents the profitability of a common stock and
the financial performance of a particular company. Therefore, EPS is often regarded as
a major indicator for investors to purchase stocks. The traditional approach is to use
a conventional linear time series model for EPS prediction. However, the results would
be in doubt when the forecasting problems are nonlinear. For this reason, this paper
proposes a fusion forecasting model that incorporates an autoregressive model into an
adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) with three facets: (1) test the lag
period of EPS; (2) take fuzzy inference systems (FIS) to fuzzify the past periods of EPS
based on the AR concept and use adaptive networks to tune optimal parameters; and
(3) employ an integrated ANFIS model to predict EPS. To illustrate the proposed model,
15-quarter EPS data are employed. The experimental results indicate that the proposed
model outperforms the listing models.
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1. Introduction. In a mature industry, the leading company that takes the dominant
position in the industry earns greater profits because this kind of companies is able to
exploit its economic scale and market power better [1]. Taiwan started its IC design
research in 1975 under governmental subsidiaries and holds a key position in the world
[2]. The electronic industry is a crucial part of economic development in Taiwan, especially
in the semiconductor industry. The share of a leading company, such as High Technology
Computer Corporation (HTC), often has a high stock market price and a decisive position
in the industry, such that we regard this type of share as an industry-leading share.

In terms of investors, they always focus on earnings per share (EPS). EPS is the earnings
return on original investment and represents the profitability of a common stock and the
financial performance of this particular company. EPS is generally considered to be the
most important variable to determine the market share price. In reality, finding out the
profitability of a particular company is essential, such that the accuracy of EPS predictions
would be critically important for investors.
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